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Abstract—This paper studies antenna selection for an energy-
efficient millimeter-wave (mmWave) dual-functional radar-
communication (DFRC) system, communicating with multiple
users while sensing a point target. To obtain a hardware effi-
cient DFRC system, we propose an optimization problem that
minimizes the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) for tracking the target
while guaranteeing the communication quality of service (QoS),
and selects the best active antennas using `0 norm. To address
the non-convexity of the proposed problem, we relax the radar
and communication constraints using semidefinite programming
(SDP) and employ an `1,∞ norm, which promotes group sparsity,
instead of the `0 norm. Numerical results show that the proposed
approach obtains better performance in terms of the CRB com-
pared to the conventional approach while reducing the number
of radio frequency (RF) chains and total power consumption at
the transmitter with almost the same computational complexity.

Index Terms—Dual-functional radar-communication, antenna
selection, precoding, compressive sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter wave (mmWave) dual-functional radar-
communication (DFRC) systems have attracted a substantial
attention over the past few years owing to their ability to
simultaneously track targets while serving communication
links. They are known to provide a spectrum-, energy-, and
hardware-efficient approach where a single transmission
serves both sensing and communications [1].

Generally speaking, conventional approaches for the DFRC
systems can be categorized in three ways: radar-centric,
communication-centric, and joint radar-communication de-
signs. The radar-centric approaches modulate communication
symbols onto classical radar waveforms to convey information
[2]. In [3], the authors incorporated communication data
into sidelobes of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) beampat-
terns and used the main lobe to track the target. In the
communication-centric methods, standard communication sig-
nals are exploited to track the radar targets. For example,
in [4], the authors employed orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) systems for the radar tasks. In the joint
design techniques, which are more related to our work, radar
and communication signals were designed from the start for
both radar and communication operations [5]. Most relevant to
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our focus, the work in [6] presented a joint design where the
radar performance is optimized in the form of the Cramér-Rao
bound (CRB) subject to communication and transmit power
constraints.

Employing multiple antennas increases diversity which ben-
efits both sensing and communicating. At the same time, one
desires to constraint the number of radio frequency (RF) chains
[7] since RF components such as digital-to-analog converters
(DAC)s and power amplifiers (PA)s are expensive and typically
consume significant power [7]. Hence, to enhance the energy
efficiency and reduce implementation cost, it is crucial to limit
the number of RF chains. Thus, the literature is abundant with
antenna selection approaches, most recently in the context of
massive MIMO [8].

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work
in the literature that studies antenna selection for the DFRC
systems. To do so, we propose an optimization problem that
minimizes the CRB constrained on the quality of service
(QoS) requested by communication users while limiting the
total power consumption with the best active antennas us-
ing the `0 norm. Indeed, the proposed optimization aims to
reduce the power consumption at electronic instruments and
allocate the saved power to the transmitting power budget.
The resulting problem is not convex and to address this,
we relax the `0 norm using the `1,∞ norm and propose
semidefinite programming (SDP) to tackle the non-convexity
of the CRB and QoS constraints. The total computational
complexity of the proposed approach is derived as a function
of the numbers of communication users and transmit antennas.
Our results show that our joint precoding and antenna selection
approach obtains a favorable trade-off between performance
and hardware efficiency. Moreover, we numerically show that
the computational complexity of the proposed approach is
comparable to the closest related benchmark [6].

Throughout the paper, vectors and matrices are denoted by
bold lowercase and uppercase letters, respectively, i.e. (x,X).
We denote the transpose, hermitian of a matrix using (·)T
and (·)H , respectively. tr(·) shows the trace operation. The
i-th element of vector x is given by xi. The i-th column
and n1, n2-th element of matrix X are denoted by xi and
X(n1, n2), respectively. For any vector x ∈ CN , we denote
the `0 norm of x, ‖x‖0 =

∑N
i=1 1{xi 6=0}. Finally, the `2 norm

of a vector is shown by ‖ · ‖2.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a mmWave DFRC node
equipped with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas, commu-
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Fig. 1: The system model.

nicating with K single-antenna users while tracking a point
target. Without loss of generality, in this paper, it is assumed
that K < Nt < Nr. Let us assume that X ∈ CNt×L as a
dual-functional narrow-band transmit matrix where L > Nt is
the length of DFRC signal frames. Thus, the reflected matrix
YR ∈ CNr×L from the target at the receiver antennas can be
given by

YR = GX + NR, (1)

where G ∈ CNr×Nt and NR ∈ CNr×L are the target response
matrix and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) matrix with
variance σ2

R for each entry, respectively. By assuming the point
target model, we can write G = αb(θ)aH(θ) := αA(θ),
where α is the complex reflection coefficient, which represents
the effects of both the radar path-loss and cross-section of
the target. The symbol θ shows the relative azimuth angle
between the target and BS. Moreover, a(θ) ∈ CNt and b(θ) ∈
CNr are steering vectors of the transmit and receive antenna
arrays, respectively. For ease of notation, we use A instead
of A(θ). In this paper, uniform linear arrays (ULA)s are used
for both the transmit and receiver antennas. Thus, a(θ) =
[1, ej

2π
λ d sin(θ) · · · , ej 2π

λ d(Nt−1) sin(θ)]T , where d and λ are the
antenna spacing and the wavelength of the signal. Without loss
of generality, we assume that d = λ

2 . Similarly, we can obtain
b(θ) by considering Nr. The CRB for θ can be given by (2)
in the top of the next page [9] where RX = 1

LXXH and
Ȧ = dA

dθ .
For the communication users, the received matrix YC ∈

CK×L can be written as

YC = HX + NC , (3)

where NC ∈ CK×L is the AWGN matrix with variance σ2
C

for each entry. Also, matrix H = [h1, · · · ,hK ]H ∈ CK×Nt
denotes the communication channel matrix in which hi ∈ CNt
for i ∈ {1, · · · ,K} represents the channel vector between
the i-th user and the BS, which is assumed to be known
at the BS. Here, let us write X as X = WS, where
W = [w1, · · · ,wK ] ∈ CNt×K denotes the beamforming
matrix in which wi ∈ CNt for i ∈ {1, · · · ,K} is constructed
by the beamforming weights of Nt transmit antenna elements
applied to the i-th communication user. Moreover, S ∈ CK×L
is the information-bearing matrix intended for K users. Also,
we assume that data streams are unite-power and orthogonal

to each other, i.e., E[sls
H
l ] = 1

L

∑L
l=1 sls

H
l = I , where

sl is the l-th column of S and E denotes the ensemble
average in which I is a K × K identity matrix. More-
over, RX =

∑K
k=1 wkw

H
k . Consequently, the total transmit

power and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at
the k-th user can be given by P =

∑K
k=1 ‖wk‖22, γk =

|hHk wk|2∑K
i=1,i6=k |hkwi|2+σ2

C

, respectively. For our energy-efficient de-
sign, we employ the power consumption model of [10], where
the total power consumption at the BS is given as Ptot =
PPA+Nt(2PDAC+PRF ), where PRF = 2PM+2PLF+PHB
in which PM , PLF , and PHB are the power of mixer, low-
pass filter, and hybrid with buffer, respectively. The power of
each DAC can be written as PDAC = c1fq+ c22q where q is
the resolution of DACs, c2 is the coefficient of dynamic power
consumption, f is the sampling rate, and c1 is the coefficient
of static power consumption. PPA = P

η is the power of the
PAs where η denotes the PA efficiency and P =

∑K
k=1 ‖wk‖22

is the output of PAs.
Our target is to minimize the CRB and find the best

active antennas and their corresponding beamforming vectors
to reduce hardware components while guaranteeing com-
munication services. To do so, we first introduce w̄n =
[w1(n), · · · , wK(n)]T as a vector that includes all the user
weights applied to the n-th antenna. Then, we use w̃ =
[‖w̄1‖2, · · · , ‖w̄Nt‖2]T which consists the power of all w̄n,
for n ∈ {1, · · · , Nt}. To exclude the n-th antenna from
the transmission, all the elements of w̄n must be zero. The
optimization problem to minimize the CRB constrained on
communication performance and the total power consumption
at the BS can be written as

min
wi,

∀i∈{1,··· ,K}

CRB(θ)

s.t. γk ≥ Γk, ∀k, (4a)
PPA + PA‖w̃‖0 ≤ Ptot, (4b)

where constraint (4a) stands for the QoS requested by the users
in which Γk is the SINR threshold. Constraint (4b) guarantees
that the total power consumption is less than the total power
budget in which PA = 2PDAC +PRF is the consumed power
per antenna. Moreover, we know that ‖w̃‖0 ≤ Nt. Since
the beamforming and antenna selection are highly coupled,
we consider both in constraint (4b). Solving problem (4)
is challenging since all the constraints and objective value
are non-convex. Constraint (4a) and the objective value are
fractional. Constraint (4b) needs an exhaustive combinatorial
sparsity search, hence is NP-hard and non-convex. Though
CRB(θ) is a function of θ, the problem can be optimized with
respect to W . This means that the BS optimizes beampatterns
towards an estimated direction, which can be used to track
the location of a moving target [5], [6]. To tackle the above
difficulties, we provide an efficient solution for the proposed
problem in the next section.

III. JOINT DFRC BEAMFORMING AND ANTENNA
SELECTION

Problem (4) is hard to solve because of non-convex con-
straints. However, in this section, we relax all non-convexity
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CRB(θ) =
σ2
Rtr(AHARX)

2|α|2L
(

tr(ȦHȦRX)tr(AHARX)− |tr(ȦHARX)|2
) , (2)

issues one by one. One possible solution for relaxing the
non-convexity of the `0 norm might be employing the `1
norm which is its closest convex approximation. However,
applying the `1 norm is not single-handedly sufficient for
antenna selection. Indeed, the `1 norm obtains a sparse solu-
tion per transmission, wk. However, the zero elements do not
essentially align to the same antenna. Thus, a regularization
norm that can simultaneously promote the sparsity of all the
entries of w̄n is needed. To do so, we use the square of
`1,∞ norm, ‖w‖1,∞ =

∑Nt
n=1 maxk=1,··· ,K |wk(n)|, in which

w = [wT
1 , · · · ,wT

K ]T , to relax the non-convex issues of the `0
norm. It is worth noting that ‖ ·‖1,∞ is a group-sparsity norm,
which is a combination of `1 and infinity norms. Thus, it can
align the non-zero elements of each wk to the same antenna.
Consequently, the optimization problem can be recast as

min
wi,

∀i∈{1,··· ,K}

CRB(θ)

s.t. γk ≥ Γk, ∀k, (5a)∑K
k=1 ‖wk‖22

η
+ PA‖w‖21,∞ ≤ Ptot. (5b)

The square of `1,∞ can be written as( Nt∑
n=1

max
k={1,··· ,K}

|wk(n)|
)2

=

Nt∑
n1=1

Nt∑
n2=1

(
max

k={1,··· ,K}
|wk(n1)| max

k={1,··· ,K}
|wk(n2)|

)

=

Nt∑
n1=1

Nt∑
n2=1

max
i,j∈{1,··· ,K}

|Wi,j(n1, n2)|. (6)

Then, by defining W̃ = max
k∈{1,··· ,K}

Wk,k, we can write

Nt∑
n1=1

Nt∑
n2

max
k∈{1,··· ,K}

|Wk,k(n1, n2)| = tr(1NtW̃ ).

The above problem is still hard to solve because of the
QoS and radar constraints. However, we relax these is-
sues using SDP, which can be efficiently implemented by
the interior point methods. Let us first define Wk =
wkw

H
k , Qk = hkh

H
k . Then, we can write ‖wk‖22 =

tr(wkw
H
k ) = tr(Wk), |hHk wk|2 = tr(hHk wkh

H
k wk) =

tr(hkh
H
k wkw

H
k ) = tr(QkWk). Consequently, constraint (4a)

can be converted to

tr(QkWk)− Γk

k∑
i=1,i6=k

tr(QkWi) ≥ Γkσ
2
C , ∀k.

In addition, by using the Schur complement condition [11],
we can use the SDP form of

tr(ȦHȦRX)− t− |tr(ȦHARX)|2tr−1(AHARX) ≥ 0,

where t is a constant variable in CRB(θ) as below[
tr(ȦHȦ

∑K
k=1 Wk)− t tr(ȦHA

∑K
k=1 Wk)

tr(AHȦ
∑K
k=1 Wk) tr(AHA

∑K
k=1 Wk)

]
� 0. (7)

Note that rank(Wk) = 1 and Wk � 0,∀k are required for
the desired solution. By dropping the rank constraints, which
are not convex, problem (5) can be written in a convex form
as

min
Wk, ∀k

−t[
tr(ȦHȦ

∑K
k=1 Wk)− t tr(ȦHA

∑K
k=1 Wk)

tr(AHȦ
∑K
k=1 Wk) tr(AHA

∑K
k=1 Wk)

]
� 0, (8a)

tr(QkWk)− Γk

k∑
i=1,i6=k

tr(QkWi) ≥ Γkσ
2
C , ∀k (8b)

∑K
k=1 tr(Wk)

η
+ PAtr(1NtW̃ ) ≤ Ptot, (8c)

Wk � 0, W̃ ≥ |Wk|, ∀k. (8d)

This problem can be efficiently solved in polynomial time
using off-the-shelf convex solvers such as CVX [12].

Regarding the rank relaxation applied to problem (8), the
solution, Ŵk, ∀k might not consist of rank-one matrices.
Thus, the optimal beamforming vectors might not be directly
achieved. However, using a Gaussian randomization technique
proposed in [13], one can construct candidate sets of beam-
forming vectors from Ŵk, ∀k and select the ones that can be
scaled to satisfy constraints (8a) and (8b) with the minimum
power. If the resulting beamforming vectors are all rank-one
matrices, the corresponding principal components with suit-
able scales are the optimal solutions. Note that these scales can
be obtained using linear programming proposed in [13]. After
obtaining the beamforming vectors from the above procedure,
the number of active antennas can be calculated by counting
the number of non-zero elements of beamforming vectors,
which we call U . It is worth mentioning that our proposed
approach can be extended to the multiple targets scenario using
the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) proposed in [14] and the
augmented beamforming method, which was first studied in
[6], at the cost of more computational complexity and stronger
co-channel interference at the communication side.

Problem (8) is convex and can be solved using the interior
point method by CVX. The complexity of solving such a prob-
lem is O

(
(E+F )1.5E2

)
, where E and F are the numbers of

variables and constraints, respectively [12]. Therefore, the total
computational complexity of problem (8) can be approximated
by

O(NtK
2 + 3K + 3)1.5(NtK

2 + 1)2) ≈ O(K7N3.5
t ), (9)
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TABLE I: Parameters for the total power consumption.

PM , mixers [10] 0.3 mW
PLF , low-pass filters [10] 14 mW
PHB , hybrid with buffers [10] 3 mW
c1 9× 10−12

f , the sampling frequency 25 GHz
q, the resolution of DACs 8
c2 1.5× 10−5

Ptot, the total power
consumption

75.5 W

η, the efficiency of PAs 0.4
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Fig. 2: A comparison between AS-DFRC and C-DFRC in
terms of root-CRB for Nt = 16, Nr = 20 and the different
number of users.

where shows that the effect of the number of users, K, is
more than the number of antennas, Nt. From the compu-
tational complexity, we can understand that problem (8 can
be implemented for the moderate number of communication
users and transmit antennas in practice. We also show this by
numerical simulations in the next section.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section provides Monte-Carlo simulations to evaluate
the proposed antenna selection-based DFRC systems (AS-
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Fig. 3: A comparison between AS-DFRC and C-DFRC in
terms of the number of active antennas versus the different
SINR thresholds for Nt = 16, Nr = 20 and the different
number of users.
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Fig. 4: The percentage of the C-DFRC power consumption at
the BS versus the different values of SINR for AS-DFRC for
Nt = 16, Nr = 20 and the different number of users.

DFRC). Without loss of generality, we assume that the target’s
angle is located at θ = 0 and the aim is to optimize the
beamformers such that the CRB is minimized constrained
on the communication QoS and number of active antennas.
Indeed, we assume that an initial estimate of the target’s angle
is present at the DFRC node, which can be obtained using
the super-resolution methods such as MUSIC [15] or the total
variation norm minimization [16], then we aim to maximize
the accuracy of the estimated angle by minimizing the CRB.
Moreover, we set L = Nt + 1, and σ2

R = σ2
C = 0.001.

We employ the technique in [6] as our benchmark, where the
Cramér-Rao bound is minimized constrained on the communi-
cation performance and power budget. We call this approach
“C-DFRC”. The parameters for calculating the total power
consumption at the BS are summarized in Table I.

We commence by evaluating the root-CRB in degree,√
CRB ∗ 180

π , of AS-DFRC and C-DFRC for the different
number of users and SINR thresholds in Fig. 2. It is ob-
served that AS-DFRC outperforms C-DFRC for both values
of K = 3, 7. The root-CRB for both AS-DFRC and C-
DFRC increases by growing the SINR threshold, Γ, in decibel
(dB). Moreover, the rate of this increase for K = 7 is more
than K = 3 which is because of the larger value of the
interference term. The proposed AS-DFRC reduces the power
consumed by RF components and allocates the saved power to
the transmit power budget. On the other hand, the dimension
of RX in both the C-DFRC and AS-DFRC is the same as the
proposed optimization optimally chooses U antennas from the
Nt transmit antennas. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2, the proposed
AS-DFRC obtains better performance in terms of the root-
CRB than C-DFRC. To a fair comparison, we also investigate
the number of active antennas and total power consumption at
the BS below.

In Fig. 3, we plot the number of active antennas versus
the SINR thresholds for the different values of K. It is
observed that by increasing the value of Γ or the number
of communication users, more antennas must be employed to
achieve the required QoS. In addition, the proposed AS-DFRC
outperforms C-DFRC up to 7 and 5 antennas for the small and
large values of SINR thresholds, respectively. Observing this
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Fig. 5: The execution time versus the number of antennas for
the proposed AS-DFRC and C-DFRC for the different values
of K.

result together with Fig. 2, we can conclude that the AS-DFRC
outperforms the C-DFRC in terms of the root-CRB with the
less number of antennas and electronic equipment.

Note that in problem (8) we relaxed the non-convex antenna
selection constraint using a group-sparsity norm, and then
obtained U from Ŵ . Regarding the fact that |Ŵk| ≤ W̃ ,∀k,
we have U ≤ tr(1NtW̃ ). While the constraint (8c) may be
active, the true power consumption may be less than Ptot.
Accordingly, we plot the total power consumption of the
proposed approach, P̂tot =

∑K
k=1 tr(Ŵ )

η + PAU , versus the
SINR threshold in Fig. 4 to demonstrate the value of the
proposed approach in reducing the total power consumption at
the BS. More precisely, we used Ptot reported in Table I for
C-DFRC and our proposed problem in (8) for the different
values of SINR thresholds and number of communication
users. It is observed from this figure that the percentage of total
power consumption of AS-DFRC increases by growing the
SINR threshold or number of communication users, however,
it is upper bounded by the power consumed by C-DFRC.
This is because of the fact that AS-DFRC decreases the
power consumption at the BS by reducing the number of
active antennas and their corresponding electronic devices and
exploits the saved power for transmitting the signal, reducing
the root-CRB compared to C-DFRC as shown in Fig. 4.

Finally, in Fig. 5, we compare the execution time of the
AS-DFRC with C-DFRC in second (s) versus the number of
transmit antennas for the different number of communication
users. As shown by this figure, the implementation costs of
both the approaches increase by growing the number of users
or number of antennas. Moreover, the execution time of AS-
DFRC is almost the same with C-DFRC, which highlights the
efficiency of the proposed approach in practical scenarios.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we presented a non-convex problem to jointly
optimize beamforming vectors and antenna selection in a
mmWave DFRC node. The antenna selection, communication
and radar performances are modeled by the `0 norm, SINR
threshold and CRB, respectively. We relaxed the `0 constraint
using the `1,∞ norm. In addition, we showed that the non-
convex radar and communication constraints can be relaxed

by SDP. Simulation results showed a superior performance-
complexity trade-off for the proposed approach compared with
[6]. An interesting future research direction is extending our
proposed approach to the multiple targets scenario using the
augmented beamforming matrix approach proposed in [6].
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